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Contrastive Analysis of English and German Adverbials :
            From a Viewpoint of an Addresser*

                         (Received November 29, 1996)

Shuzo YAMANAKA

I . Introduction

 A cross-linguistic analysis can assist in locating difficulties which language leamers

may meet with. More specifically, linguistic interference from the mother tongue is

clearly one of the major obstacles in second language acquisition. A cornparative

analysis is defensible in identi fying areas of interlanguage interference. Our discussion

relies on the linguistic similarities or dissimilarities between a native langtiage ÅqLl)

and a target language (L2) for a positive transfer.

 The language data to be used for discussion are from English. However, there are

occasional parallel references to the corresponding linguistic forms in Gerrnan and,

to a lesser degree, in French. The topic to be highlighted is a sentential adverbial

in a clause-initial position, Different linguists utilize different terminologies to denote

this type of adverbial, For example, Bellert (1977) uses '`evaluative, pragmatic, and

so forth", whiie Jackendoff (1972) calls it a speaker--oriented adverbial, ln the first

place, I will describe the general crosslinguistic outlook of the adverb distribution,

because adverb placernent in languages like English, German, or French is relatively

free. In other words, adverbials can occur in a nurnber of pQsitions in the sentence,

although there are syntanctic or semantic restrictions on which adverbials can appear

in which positions. Secondly, it is maintained that German people who learn English

can easily reset te the English parameter value and vice versa under certain
circumstances, for instance, in acquiring English sentential adver'bials, because these

two langtiages share this property in common.

II. Temporal snd Lecative Adverbials

  In a broader sense of meaning, a temporal adverbial has a wider distribution than

does a locative adverbiai. Exarnplesi' (1 ) and (2) show how indefinite and quantified

temporal and locative NP adverbials are distributed each other, while examples (3)

and (4 ) verify which distribution, temporal or locative, of two pairs of name NP and

restricted definite NP adverbials is grammatically acceptable,

   1. Mary will see John gnsl-SdlL9M:
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      *Mary will see John gusl:-R!lagS!:

   2. peg will enjoy the movie with Tom Eglngsd!ax;

      'Peg will enjoy the movie with Tom gg!pep!lggg,

   3. Mary will go bathing lh!gtnS!A)L;nday-

      'Mary will go bathing Madison Avenue.
   4.JohnsawTom!t2bg-!l!.gM-!!!s!L!}l!L!e!]l-!!!s2!:g,hd thtBll1fttl

      'JehnsawTom!ths-I2!g!s=!}s!!-!;IUL!2s!!S,h 1 thtBllblt

 English and French show certain contrasts with respect to adverbial placement.

First, they allow adverbials both at the end of verb phrases and in the pre-subject

position. In contrast, adverbials can appear between the subject and the verb in the

case of English, whereas they cannot in French, A further contrast is that adverbials

can eccur between the verb and its direct object in French, while in English, they are

not allowed to intermpt their occurrence in an SVO construct, as are exemplified in

(5) to (8):
   5, John drinks his coffee g.yis!ts!x,1

      Jean boit son cafe :aRi!t!s! !S!!!l;t

   6• !C:A!!u,u!Mf ll John opened the door.

      Prudernment Jean a ouvert la porte.

   Z 'Mar-}r watches often television.

      Marie regarde souvent la television.

   8. Mary often watches television.

      'Marie souvent regarde la television.

 The above observation is based on White (1991)'s2' experimental study where ene

group of French learners of English was explicitly instructed on adverbial placement

and another group on question forrnation. The results show that the adverb group

scored higher in an English proficiency test and that there was a significant difference

between these two groups. She argues that form-focused classroom instruction is more

effective in helping L2 learners te anive at the appropriate properties of English than

positive input alone. It is revealed that the adverb group successfully learned that

the English value of the parameter allows SAVO order and prohibits SVAO order,

while the French value allows SVAO and prohibits SAVQ

  We can postulate that positive utterances in the language input must be effective

in Ll acquisitjon. However, in L2 acquisition, L2 learners make incorrect generalizations,

often based on the mother tengtie, that cannot be disconfirmed by positive evidence

alone. It follows that explicit information about ungrarnmatical fepms, error correction

and other grammatica1 evidence may trigger the suitable pararneter setting. Finally,

communicative la:iguage teaching with little introduction of negative evidence is not

the best means of instruction for L2 learners.
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III. Placement of Gerrnan Adverbials

  Gerrnan adverbiars, on the other hand, can be distributed far more widely than their

 English counter"parts. Based on the example sentences in (9), it can be confirmed

that German adverbials, ntorgeit and endtich, can occur freely:

    9. (a) !Mu!l!!:EEn wird Fritz die Bilder kaufen. (Tommow will Fritz the picture buy.)

           Fritz wird g!g!ggn die Bilder kaufen.

           Fritz wircl die Bilder !ug!ggn kaufen.

           Die Bilder wird Fritz !ps2!ggg kaufen.

        (b) Endlich rnachte Fritz die TUr zu. (Finally Fritz made the door closed.)

           Fritz machte endlich die Ttir zu.

           Fritz machte die TUr endlich zu.

  Furthermore, the verb appears in the position immediately following the initia]

element, whatever it may be. However, in a complement clau$e introduced by
complementizers such as dass, ob, tveit, the auxiliary can fill the verb position and,

consequently, the finite verb is required to appear in a clause final position. Gerrnan

verbs, whether they are finite or auxjliary in a broader sense, are characterized by

the placement in a right or left peripheral position of sentential constituents. This

peripheral property which Gerrnan has may influence the adverbial placernenL See

the following fer confirrnation:

   10. jutta findet diese Bilder schbn. (Jutta finds these pictures beautiful.)

       Er hat den Brief abgeschickt, (He has the letter sent off.)

       Er schickte den Brief ab. (He sent the letter off.)

   11. Ich weiss, dass Ftitz hier wohnt, (1 know that Fritz here lives.)

   12. 'Ich weiss, dass Fritz wohnt hier.

      'Ich weiss, dass wohnt Fritz hier.

   13. Ich vveiss nicht, ob Fritz hier' wohnt. (I know not whether Fritz here Iives.)

   14. 'Ich weiss nicht, ob Fritz wohnt hier.

      'Ich weiss nicht, ob wohnt Fritz hier. J
   15. Ich gehe jetzt, weil es sptit ist. (I go now, because it is late,)

      "Ich gehe jetzt, weil es ist spat.

      'Ich gehe jetzt, weil ist es spljt,

  It is now attested that what is mere ctvcial in Gerrnan in sentence constituentordering

is not a placement of adverbials but a placement of auxiliary and finite verbs, ln

consequence, adverbial preposing is not an instance of topicalizatien. In contrast, in

English, a clause-initial adverbial canies thematic semantics in terms of its position.

As a result, it forms the functionally salient notion in a message-sending language

behavio= ln the following examples, a preposed elements on Monda.v, or that gtiy,

are thematic but they are not equivalent to topicalization, because the topic is a wh
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-constituent, who. These questions at'e derived from presuppositions, Someonc tvent

to the beach, and, Someonc taiked to that gurv fora topig time. Fronted adverbials with

a constituent question should not be a possible construct.:i'

  16, 'On Monday, who went to the beach?

      'That guy, who talked to fer a long time?

 This principle holds true for a general question. Compare a pair of the sentences

in Example (l7).

  I7. Because Mary left for Paris, I didn't start for London.

      'Because Mary left for Paris, do you want te stay here?

 ln addition to a thematic notion, adverb preposing conveys other communicative

functions. A cited text in (18) contains several temporal adverbials. Those clause-

initial ternporal adverbials indicate a textual shift, and can be a signal of text continuity.

Adverb preposing, in effect, reflects various text stategies, and the role of preposing

is multifunctional, Therefore. it is natural for such a communicative strategy marker

as adverbials to appear early in the sentence.

  18.`' (A) By 1476, Leonardo da Vinci was living in the house of his master

          Verrocchio and had already painted the portrait which anticipates his

          famous Mena Lisa by 25 years, the Ginevra di Benci, now in Washington.

          In 1481 he was Commissioned to paint the Adoration of the MagiZ The

          unfinished picture. ...

            In 1483, Leonardo offered his services to Lodovico Sforza, Duke of

          Milan, as painter, sculptor, military engineer and architect. ... In 151Z

          Leonardo moved to France to the Chateau of Cloux, where he continued

          until his death to investigate the nature of the world around him, respected

          both for his intellectual integhty and for his artistic genius.

       (B) In Redhall Bank Road, off the south side of Lanark Roaal is
          an eccentric block of quaniers' cottages by Sir James Gowans, c. 1850,

          built, unusually for this area, of a type of Kentish Rag stone, Nearby

           in the same road is Millbank, an 18th-century house with pediment,

          roundel and stone stair.

IV. Semantics of Preposed Adverbials

 The last part of our presentation will focus on a sentential adverbial, more specifically,

a modal adverbial, from the viewpoint of an addresser and an addressee. This is cailed

a disjunct in the frarnework of Quirk et al. Åq1985), and it consists of the two categories,

a style and an attitudial disjunct. My airn is, rather, to clarify what are subject-oriented

disjuncts and what are speaker-oriented disjuncts. A sentence is, universally, made

up of a proposition and, aptionally, a modal expres$ion, which conveys a speaker's
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judgernent and comment on the proposition, when an utterance is made.

  First. Iet us take a look at one of the comrnonly used subject•-oriented disjuncts,

footishly, or tvisely. These aclverbiats make a judgement on what the sentence agent,

ltttta, perforrns, and on the prepositon as a whole at the same time. rn uttering example

(19-a) below, the speaker implies that "lt is wisell"ooiish oflutta to tntst me, not him."

Naturally, it can be paraphrased as example (l9-b). These two sentences in (19) are

semantically equivaient. The same theoretical interpretation holds true fer the Ger-man

case. Investigate (19) and (20) for comparison:

   19-a. Wisely, Jutta trusted me, not him.

        Foolishiy, Jutta trusted me, not him.

     b. Jutta was wiselfoolish in trusting rne, not him.

  20-a Klugerweise glaubte Jutta mir, nicht ihm

     b. Jutta war so klug, mir zu glauben.

  This kind of disjunct cannot occur in a sentence, svhen a predicate of the proposition

is not controllable by a gramniatical subject In (21) the event `raining is not the

subject's intention, nor is having a cold intentional in a normal language behavior.

Therefore, these two are ungrammatical. Compare them with theirGerman counterparts

in (22):

  21. 'Wisely, it was raining.

     'Wisely, Jutta had a cold.

  22. 'Klugerweise regnete es,

     'Klugerweise hatte jutta eine Erkaeltung,

  More than two adverbials can cooccur, unless they confiict semantically, A rnanner

adverbial 'stttPidly' and a subject-oriented disjunct `cleverly' are used concurrently in

a cross-linguistic way as follows :

  23. CL slsysuIM,1 Jutta answered s!tL!,!RiE!!zdl in erder to fool the spy.

      Geschickterweise antwortete Jutta ausweichend, um den Spion zum NatTen zu

      halten,
  lt i$ eften pointed out that the well-fer"rnedness of coordicate constructions qepends

en the categorial identity of the conjoined ceRstituents, or identity of the syntactic

category. However, there are some examples which show that the categorial identity

constraint is not viable as a sufficient condition for coordination. Example (24) is

an instance of mismatching of syntactic categories. The constituent 'beatttifully' is

adverbial, while a hyiJm is a noun used as a direct object, Example (25År has two

direct ebjects of the same syntactic category, but they are preceded by the same verb

with different meanings ; `nmke mone-y' and `make a dress'.5'

  24.'Yesterday Tom sang !t2gay!iityLlztf 11 and {uh!)cu!n:

  25, *Mary makes very little meney and her own dresses.
  Categorial identity is a necessary factor of grammatical acceptability. Example (26)
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can be captured by the principle. However, the example in (27) verifies that both

a syntactic conclition and a functional equivalence Etre needed fer coordination;

  26. John sang a hymn and a caroi.M

  27. 'John ate with his mother and with good appetite.

 The example below can be explained by the same principle. If we reverse the order

of 'a headachc' and 'a netv car', we can obtain a causal connection between owning

a new car and suffering from a headache, which makes the degree of grammaticality

increased, as shown in examples (2)8) and (29) :7'

  28.' John now has a headache and a new car.

  29.?John now has a new car and a headache.
 The ungrammaticality of the following cannot be explained, either, by means of the

identity-of-syntactic category constraint, because these two adverbials carry different

sernantic functiens, although they beleng to the sarne syntactic category. The former

is speaker-oriented, and the latter is $ubject-oriented.

  30- 'John I2:g!biLg!2!xbl and unwi11in 1 went to bed at 9 p,m."

 Now we will have a discussion on speaker-oriented adverbials. In our framework,

they are included in attitudinal disjuncts. They are commonly called sentential adverbs

in the Iiterature of structural linguistics. One of the most important properties that

this type of adverbial has is that it is semantically external to the proposition expressed

by the utterance. Therefore, it can be restated that speaker-oriented adverbials do

not contribute to the truth condition expressed by a proposition. More specifically,

they are an indicator of the extent to which the speaker's statement is reliable, On

this interpretation, fouT characteristics are now considered.

  (1)9' This group of adverbials can be used independently in an answering sentence

to an yes-no interrogative, while style di$juncts such as franhly, brieLt7y, hanestly,

generally can not

  31. Is Tom an ideal teacher?•-' (a) Yes.

                               (b) Yes, probably.
                               (c)!P:"2na!2!M,bbl

                               (d) Frankly, yes.
                               (e)'!F:.!an!s!)c:kl

  (2) This group can cooccur with epistemic auxiliary verbs in a clause under a

specified circurnstance. The degree of probability of these two categories of constituents

have should coincide. When it does not, a grammatically unacceptable sentence is

produced.

   32• ZPgEEI!2!xbl , Tom may pass the examination.

   33• sP::gE!A!2-b bl , Tom will pass the examination.

   34. wS 1 , that newspaper report must be true
   35.'The report !rnne)LE!ushLl be true-
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  The German ceunterparts corresponding, for example, to examples (32) and (33)

are examples (36) and (37).

  36. Maglichenveise kann Tom die Prtifung bestehen.

  37. Wahrscheinlich wird Tom clie Prtifung bestehen.

  (3) According to Massam (1990), adjectives derived from subject-oriented adverbials

can modify cognate objects. There are sharecl notional entities between a verb and

a cognate object in a cognate object construct. (ex. The ba by tvas sieeping a sound sleeP

in the cradla) More importantly, a grammatical subject is a realistic participant in

the language action clenoted by the verb and the cognate object. Therefore, adverbials

which belong to this group and their derived adjectives can modify shared semantic

aspects of these twa grarnmatical categories. On the other hand, speaker-oriented

modal adverbials are external to the utterance behavior conceived by a propostion,

It is evident that a speaker is not a real participant in the language performance itself.

In consequence, adjectives derived from speaker-oriented rnodal adverbials can not

modify cognate objects. The constructed examples below can confirrn the above

 + + 10)d lscusslon,
  38. Foolishlv, John smiled at the ceremony. '`'''''''John smiled a foolish smile at

      .                                               the ceremonv.
      :tg!llEg!xel , Susan smiled before her interviewer.'''Susan smiled a wise smile

                                               before her intenriewer.

      Clinton unwillin 1 danced with Susan. ''''''''' Clinton danced an unwilling

                                               dance with Susan.
      !tilyi!!gu!!x,d tl Jehn smiled at the meeting.''r't ''```*John srniled an evidentsmile at

                                               the meeting
      Probably, Jill died at the war in Africa. '''+'''•fJill died a probable death at the

                                               war in Afarica.
  One way to account for the linguistic behavior is to interpret a cognate object as

an adverbial. The majerity of grammarians regard a cognate verb as a transitive verb,

presumably because objects in the fol]owing display the characteristics ef regular objects

such as passivization, tepicalization, pronorninalization, and questionability.ii'

   39. Mary sang the aria,

      The aria was sung by Mary,

      The aria, nobody sang.
      I sang the aria, and then John sang it,

      What did Mary sing?
  Contrary to the above objects, which can be called u transitivizing object, true cogriate

objects do not share the linguistic preperties mentioned above as exemplified in example

(40).i:,

   40. 'Maggie smiled a silly smite.
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     'A silly smile was smiled by Maggie.

     'A silly srnile, nobody srniled.

     'Our pet cat died a slow death, then Tom's dog died one, too.

     'What did Tom's dog die?
  (4) The last part of our discussion concerns transforrnation of a stylelan attitudinal

adjunct construct to an it-that sentence organization. In principle, a style adjuct

modifies an implicit illocutional verb such as 'I teU you frankly ', `I tetl .vou confidentiail.v

: As a result, an adjective derived from a style disjunct is not allowed to appear

in an it--that sentence type. On the other hand, adjectives derived from attitudinal

disjuncts can appear in an it-that construct. However, a derived sentence does

contribute to a proposition. Hence, we cannot obtain an equivalent derivation.

  41• !H!s2ngEuztl ,John is not rnistaken.

     'It is honest that John is not rnistaken.

  42• !t}!lsli!zfl , John is wholly correct in this point.

     'lt is brief that John is wholly correct in this point.

  43. !t2!2y2guE!z,b 1 Susan behaved herself at the party. = It is obvious that Susan

behaved herself at the party.

V. Conclusion

 Our discussion concerned various characteristics of adverbial expressions.
Specifically, sentential adverbials were focused on from a crosslinguistic point of view.

What was emphasized is how an addresseis judgement and attitude are conveyed

to an addressee by means of preposed adverbials. A clause-initial adverbial is
background-providing. In other words, it forms the inforrnationally foregt'ounded and

salient notion. Often it functions as a point of departure far what follows, and it is

a signal ef textual continuity. Therefore, it can be rnaintained to be a rnultifunctional

strategy marker. It is natural for such a marker to appear early in the clause. So

far as modal sentential adverbs are concerned, L2 learners can reset to the parameter

of Universal Grarnmar with reduced difficulty, because our study of clause-initial

adverbials provides us with useful, although lirnited, insights into the behavior of

adverbs in general and of preposed sentence constituents in particular.

Foetnotes

'This is a revised version of the paper I presented at the Symposium on Contrastive Ling"istics and

Error Analysis, AILA {11th World Congress of App!ied Linguistic}, Jy'vtiskyla, Finland on Augvst 4

-9, 1996. I would like to thank Prof. DT. Gerhard Nickel, M.A. at University of Stuttgart for giving

me a chance to participate in the Sympesium. I have greatly benefited from discussions with Prof•
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George Russell and Dr. Gesine Gessner. They could make it possible for me to make stylistic

irnprovements in many ways. Of course, all remaining errors nre my own.
 1) Similar examples are feund in T. Stroik (1993) p. 269,

 2) Icannot manage to locate Lydia White (1coIÅr at the tirneIsubmit this paper, although rny

    assumption was influenced by it, while I wrote its draft in July, l996.

 3) Much of our argument is cited in Davisen {l984) pp. 822-824.

 4) Refer to the citation in Virtanen (1992} pp. 1ou-106. Emphasis is mine.

 5) Our discussion is based on Peterson {1os1) pp. 449-453.
 6) For citatien, refer to Peterson Åq1981} pp. 449-451.

 7) ibid.

8) ibid]

9) We fol]ow the concept in Okada (1985) Chapter 3.

10) See Massam (1990) pp l74-175.
11) They are queted from Massam C1990) pp. .163-165,
12) ibid.
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